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Quantum-to-Classical Transition
with Single-Photon–Added
Coherent States of Light
Alessandro Zavatta, Silvia Viciani, Marco Bellini*
Single-photon–added coherent states are the result of the most elementary
amplification process of classical light fields by a single quantum of
excitation. Being intermediate between a single-photon Fock state (fully
quantum-mechanical) and a coherent (classical) one, these states offer the
opportunity to closely follow the smooth transition between the particle-like
and the wavelike behavior of light. We report the experimental generation of
single-photon–added coherent states and their complete characterization by
quantum tomography. Besides visualizing the evolution of the quantumto-classical transition, these states allow one to witness the gradual change
from the spontaneous to the stimulated regimes of light emission.
A coherent state k"À is the closest analog to a
classical light field and exhibits a Poisson
photon number distribution with an average
photon number k"k2. Coherent states have
relatively well-defined amplitude and phase,
with minimal fluctuations permitted by the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle. On the
contrary, a Fock state knÀ is strictly quantummechanical and contains a precisely defined
number (n) of quanta of field excitation,
hence its phase is completely undefined.
Photon-added coherent states (1) are the
result of successive elementary one-photon
excitations of a classical coherent field, and
they occupy an intermediate position between
the Fock and the coherent states. They are
obtained by repeated (m times) application of
the photon creation operator âa. on a coherent
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state (k",mÀ 0 k",m â
a.mk"À, k",m being a
normalization constant and m an integer) and
reduce to the limit Fock or coherent states
for " Y 0 or m Y 0, respectively. Quite differently from the so-called displaced Fock
states, where a coherent state is used to displace a number state Efor example, by mixing
the two fields upon a highly reflecting beam
splitter (2)^, photon-added coherent states
can be roughly viewed as obtained from the
displacement of a coherent state operated by
a Fock state. Indeed, one easily finds that all
the knÀ terms with n G m are missing in the
expansion of the states k",mÀ in the Fock basis,
and that all the elements of the corresponding
density matrix are essentially displaced toward
higher indices Di,j Y Diþm, jþm, leaving all the
elements with i,j G m void.
In the case of a single quantum of field
excitation (m 0 1), the single-photon–added
coherent states (SPACSs) read as
a. k"À
â
k"; 1À 0 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2
1þk"k

ð1Þ

Unlike the operation of photon annihilation,
which maps a coherent state into another
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coherent state (that is, a classical field into
another classical field), a single-photon excitation of a coherent state changes it into
something quite different. In general, the
application of the creation operator â. changes
a completely classical coherent state into a
quantum state with a varying degree of
nonclassicality that becomes more evident
the smaller the initial amplitude of the k"À
state. In the extreme case of an initial vacuum
state k0À, a single excitation event transforms
it into the very nonclassical single-photon
Fock state k1À, which exhibits negative values
of the Wigner function (3, 4). The Wigner
function is a quasi-probability distribution
(5–7), which fully describes the state of a
quantum system in phase space (either the
position-momentum space for an harmonic
oscillator or, equivalently, the space spanned
by two orthogonal quadratures of the electromagnetic field for a single-mode state of light,
as in this case) in the same fashion as a
probability distribution (nonnegative by definition) characterizes a classical system. The
negativity of the Wigner function is indeed a
good indication of the highly nonclassical
character of the state (Fig. 1).
We report the experimental generation of
SPACSs and their complete tomographic
analysis, which unveils the nonclassical features associated with the excitation of a classical coherent field by a single light quantum.
Parametric down-conversion in a nonlinear
crystal is the basis for the production of the
desired states (Fig. 2). Here one high-energy
pump photon can annihilate into two photons
that obey the global energy and momentum
conservation laws and thus have lower
energies and are normally emitted into symmetrically oriented directions, also called the
signal and idler modes. When no other field
is injected in the crystal, spontaneous parametric down-conversion takes place, starting
from the input vacuum field, and pairs of
entangled photons with random (but mutually correlated) phases are produced. In order
to generate SPACSs, one has to inject a seed
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coherent field k"À into the signal mode of the
parametric amplifier, and the conditional
preparation of the target state takes place
every time that a single photon is detected in
the correlated idler mode. If the parametric
gain is kept sufficiently low, which is always
the case in our experimental situation, the
final output state can be approximated as
kBÀ, ð1þ g âa.s âa.i Þk"Às k0Ài 0 k"Às k0Ài þ g âa.s k"Às k1Ài
ð2Þ
(where g is a gain constant with kgk¡1), and
the output signal mode will contain the original coherent state most of the times, except
for the few cases when the state k1Ài is detected
in the idler output mode; these relatively rare
detection events project the signal state into the
SPACS k",1Às (Fig. 2B), which corresponds to
the stimulated emission of one photon in the
same mode of k"À. The absence of a seed
coherent field leaves with the usual expression
for the spontaneous process, so that, by studying
the evolution of the quantum state while the
amplitude " gradually increases from zero, one
can actually witness the smooth transition from
the spontaneous to the stimulated regimes of
light emission, with the transformation of an
initial purely quantum state (the single-photon
Fock state) into a classical coherent one. This is
accompanied by the birth of a well-defined
phase and can be described in more visual terms
as the transition from the particlelike to the
wavelike behaviors of the electromagnetic field.
The same state as described by Eq. 2 has
recently been generated (8) to produce arbitrary superpositions of zero- and one-photon
states. In that case, however, the conditioning
was performed upon the detection of a single
photon in the same mode k1Às of the input
coherent state, so that the final state was
completely different from the ones investigated
here and, for low " values, of the form ("k0Ài þ
gk1Ài). The injection of a single photon instead
of a coherent state as a seed for conditional
parametric amplification has also been investigated (9) and experimentally demonstrated
(10, 11) with the amplification to the k2Às Fock
state in the context of quantum cloning.
The primary light source for the experiment is a mode-locked laser whose pulses
are frequency-doubled to become the pump
for degenerate parametric down-conversion
in a type-I beta-barium borate (BBO) crystal.
In this configuration, the output photons share
the same linear polarization and exactly the
same wavelength, corresponding to twice that
of the pump. In order to nonlocally select a
pure state on the signal channel, idler
photons undergo narrow spatial and frequency
filtering before being detected by a singlephoton counting module (12–15). The weak
seed coherent state k"À is obtained by controlled attenuation of a small portion of the
laser emission, which is fed into the signal

mode of the nonlinear crystal and is then directed to a 50% beam splitter. Here it is overlapped with a second (intense) coherent state
(again obtained from a portion of the original laser pulses), which is spatially and temporally matched to the conditionally prepared
SPACS and serves as the local oscillator
(LO) for homodyne measurements, which are
performed with a recently developed highfrequency time-domain technique (4, 16, 17).
Balanced homodyne detection (18–20)
allows the measurement of the electric field
quadratures of an unknown state as a function
of the relative phase K imposed between such a
state and the reference LO. By performing a
series of homodyne measurements on equally
prepared states, it is possible to obtain the
probability distributions p(x,K) of the quadrature

1
2



. iK

jiK



operator x̂xK 0 â
a e þ â
and, given a sufae
ficient number of quadrature distributions for
different values of K, one is able to reconstruct
the density matrix elements and the Wigner
function of the field state under study (7, 17).
Figure 3 shows a sequence of reconstructed
Wigner functions for increasing values of the
seed coherent field amplitude ". The first one
(Fig. 3A), obtained with a blocked input,
corresponds to the single-photon Fock state
(3, 4). Because of the finite efficiency (measured to be about 59% in the present set of
measurements) in the detection apparatus, a
significant mixture with the vacuum state is
present, which clearly allows classically impossible negative values to be reached around
the center of the circularly symmetric (because of the undefined value of the phase)

Fig. 1. Theoretical
Wigner functions for
some of the quantum
states of light discussed
in the text. Upper surface, SPACS k",1À;
wire-frame surface,
original unexcited coherent state k"À; lower
surface, single-photon
Fock state k1À. The
horizontal plane coordinates represent two
orthogonal quadratures of the field. The
single-photon Wigner
function is centered
at the origin of the
phase space. A value
of k"k2 0 1 is used.
Fig. 2. Experimental apparatus and conceptual
scheme for the conditional SPACS preparation.
(A) Picosecond-duration pulses at 786 nm and
at a repetition rate of 82 MHz from a modelocked Ti:sapphire laser are split by a hightransmission (HT-BS) and a 50% (BS) beam
splitter to serve as (i) the pump for spontaneous
parametric down-conversion in a 3-mm-thick,
type-I BBO crystal after frequency doubling in
lithium triborate (LBO) crystal; (ii) the seed
coherent field k"À, after proper attenuation by
variable filters (VF); (iii) the local oscillator
field for balanced homodyne detection (B.H.D.)
after mixing with the investigated states in
another 50% beam splitter (BS-H). F is a combination of spectral and spatial filters constituted by a pair of etalon interference filters
with a narrow (50 GHz) spectral width, and by
a single-spatial–mode optical fiber directly
connected to a single-photon counting module
(SPCM). PZT is a piezoelectric transducer used
to vary the relative phase between the SPACS
and the LO. Additional optics and computercontrolled optical delay lines to adjust the
synchronization of the different pulses are not
shown here for the sake of clarity. (B) The
conditional preparation of a SPACS takes place
whenever a ‘‘click’’’ is registered on the singlephoton detector placed in the output idler
mode. Each of these detection events triggers the acquisition in the balanced homodyne detector
analyzing the output signal mode (17).
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distribution. When the coherent seed is initially
switched on at very low intensity (k"k2 , 0.09;
that is, an average of less than one photon
every 10 pulses), the Wigner function starts to
lose its circular symmetry while moving away
from the origin because of the gradual
appearance of a defined phase, but it still
exhibits an evident nonclassical nature, as
indicated by its partial negativity (Fig. 3B).
For increasing seed amplitudes, negativity is
gradually lost (Fig. 3C) and the ringlike wings
in the distribution start to disappear, making it
more and more similar to the Gaussian typical
of a classical coherent field (Fig. 3, C and D).
Even at relatively high input amplitude, the
Wigner distribution for the SPACS k",1À clearly
shows the effect of the one-photon excitation as
compared to the corresponding, slightly displaced, unexcited k"À state (Fig. 3D).

Although the SPACS Wigner function
eventually becomes entirely positive for sufficiently high values of the seed amplitude, the
excitation of an otherwise classical coherent
state by a single photon leaves a measurable
mark of nonclassicality in the field quadrature
statistics (1). In particular, whereas the original coherent state has equal fluctuations in the
different quadratures independently from its
amplitude, the one-photon–excited state
exhibits a smaller uncertainty (a squeezing)
in one of the quadratures and larger fluctuations in the orthogonal one. One can
interpret this as a reduction in the intensity
noise associated with the excitation by a
perfectly defined number of quanta, which
also increases the phase noise because of the
lack of phase information intrinsic to Fock
states. Whereas Fig. 4 clearly shows the

Fig. 3. Experimental
Wigner functions for
the SPACS. (A) Reconstructed Wigner
function for the singlephoton Fock state
obtained without injection. (B to D)
Same, but with an
input coherent field
of increasing amplitude. In (D), the reconstructed Wigner
function for both the
SPACS and the unexcited seed coherent
state (wire-frame surface) are shown.

References and Notes

Fig. 4. Experimental squeezing data. Data points represent the variance in the SPACS field quadrature xK, which exhibits the maximum squeezing factor (about 15% for k"k between 1.5 and 2)
normalized to the fluctuations of the coherent state k"À (horizontal solid line). The dashed curve
represents the theoretical prediction for a pure SPACS, whereas the solid one is calculated by
taking into account the experimental detection efficiency. The measured variances for the
different quadratures as a function of the phase K (controlled by the PZT voltage) are shown in the
inset for the states k",1À (solid circles) and k"À (open circles) with k"k , 1.8.
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amount of maximum quadrature squeezing
for different values of the coherent seed
amplitude, the effect on the intensity and
phase noise is also evident from Figs. 1 and
3C. Here the reduced intensity fluctuations
appear in the decreased width along the radial
direction, whereas the increase in the phase
noise is indicated by the appearance of the
ringlike wings along the tangential direction
of the Wigner distribution.
The ability to experimentally investigate
the elementary action of the bosonic creation
operator on a classical state is of interest both
as a tool to take a closer look at such fundamental events in quantum physics and as a starting
point for the investigation of the fuzzy border
that separates the quantum and classical
regimes of light behavior, with natural extensions toward even more Bexotic[ quantum
entities, such as Schroedinger_s cat states (21).
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